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“One thing I know that I know nothing. This is the source of my wisdom.” Socrates

How high can container shipping profits go? Will 2022 top 2021? 3

• Seven months ago, Maersk touted Q4 2020 as “the best quarter ever.” Announcing the initial outlook for this year 
they said the best-case scenario “would basically mean for us to do four times what we did in the fourth quarter.”

• That outlook has long since been left in the dust. Maersk has since revised its numbers skyward yet again.
• Q2 is now looking even more profitable for ocean carriers — and more ominous for cargo shippers — than the first. 

But the second half may not be the peak: A new forecast from Deutsche Bank argues that container shipping has 
entered a “super cycle” and ocean carriers will make more money in 2022 than they will this year.

• According to Stifel analyst Ben Nolan, “Container craziness should abate, although we expect not until sometime 
later next year or perhaps even in 2023.”

• Maersk’s first-half EBITDA was $9.1b. It now predicts substantially higher earnings in the second half: $13b-$14b.   
• Clarksons Platou Securities pointed out that Maersk is expecting $7b in EBITDA in the Q3 and up to $7b in Q4. “In 

other words, Maersk now signals that there could be no normalization in rates this year,” he said.
• Another signal on 2H strength comes from Evergreen, which publicly reports monthly operating revenues.
• Their operating revenues hit all-time highs during the past two months: NT$45.88b, the equivalent of $1.65b in July, 

and NT$50.02b last month ($1.8b). 
• U.K.-based Deutsche Bank published an exceptionally bullish report on container shipping. “Earnings will peak in 

2022, not this year,” wrote DB. “We feel that there is a material positive surprise to 2022 and 2023 forecasts [for 
carriers] that is yet to be factored into consensus forecasts.”

• “However, since that time, what has become apparent to us is that not only do we now see container demand being 
stronger for a longer period of time, but the supply chain issues and port congestion issues are deteriorating and 
not improving,”. “Given the high amount of port congestion and lingering nature of COVID-19, we think that these 
issues will not be quickly resolved.”

• DB hiked its 2021 EBITDA outlook for Maersk to $22.18b (prior to the carrier’s latest upward revision) and now 
believes Maersk will make even more money next year: $24b.

• They sees the same pattern Hapag-Lloyd, which has an internal outlook (as of late July) for 2021 EBITDA of $9.2b -
$11.2b. It forecasts Hapag-Lloyd will earn $11.54b this year and even more — $12b — next year. 
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Decline in Coffee Exports Linked to Container Shipping Crisis 4

• With no end in sight for the international shipping crisis, the Council of Coffee Exporters Brazil (Cecafe) has warned 
of persistent difficulties in the shipment of coffee to overseas customers. Despite its status as the world’s dominant 
coffee supplier, Brazilian exports of green coffee declined by 27 percent in August compared to a year earlier, 
falling to about 140,000 tonnes.

• In a monthly report, Cecafe said that difficulties in finding containers and space in vessels were leading causes for 
the coffee export crisis.

• “This serious operational crisis has generated soaring freight costs, constant cancelations of bookings . . . difficulty 
for new bookings and disputes for containers and places on the ships,” explained Nicolas Rueda, the President of 
Cecafe.

• In an earlier survey of coffee exporters, the council found that these obstacles caused Brazil to stop exporting 
around 210,000 tonnes between May and August 2021. This is equivalent to a loss of $500 million in revenue to 
the Brazilian economy. 

• Cecafe said in a monthly report that around 3.5 million bags of coffee could not be shipped on time this year due to 
shipping hurdles, causing losses of around $500 million to the country's coffee exporting industry.

• The United States is the main trading partner for                                                                            
Brazilian coffee, purchasing about 300,000 tonnes over                                                                       
the course of July through August 2021 - about 19                                                                               
percent of Brazil's total exports. It was followed by                                                                        
Germany, which purchased 17 percent of the total                                                                             
exported volume.

• The Santos (SP) maritime complex remained the main                                                                           
terminal for coffee exports, with 1.2 million tonnes                                                                         
departing from the port during the period - an                                                                                  
equivalent of 77 percent of the total.
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Supply Chain Disruptions May Last a Couple of Year 5

• Mohamed El-Erian says supply-chain disruptions around the world may last a couple of years - and                                
bring 1970s-style stagflationary headwinds to the global economy.

• Global supply chain issues will last at least 1-2 years, Mohamed El-Erian wrote in the Financial Times.
• These disruptions will force companies to raise prices in order to offset higher costs, he said.
• Due to the compounding effects of more than a year of supply-chain shocks, small businesses everywhere continue 

to face shortages and delays of key resources.
• These issues will disrupt corporate and policy plans, and could undermine investment, given that massive stimulus 

from central banks has pushed many markets to record highs, the veteran economist said. 
• Data last week showed US producer inflation posted its biggest annual gain in nearly 11 years in August, indicating 

pressure on companies to pass further price increases onto consumers.
• "The culprit is some mix of disrupted supply chains, high transportation costs, container scarcity and congested 

ports," El-Erian wrote, and pointed to labor shortages that are forcing manufacturing and service-related 
companies having to battle with rising wage pressures. "Fewer chief executives have confidence that such 
disruptions are temporary and quickly reversible. This will restrain growth plans despite robust demand and 
increase pressure to raise prices to offset higher costs," he added.

• El-Erian noted there are some factors at play that could reverse the effects of multiple coronavirus-driven waves on 
supply-chain issues, such as shutdowns of destination ports.

• "Such reversible factors are accompanied by supply side troubles that could last for one to two years, if not more," 
he said, adding that companies will only factor in the impact of short-term disruptions when revising their supply 
chain management to incorporate resilience.

• "Added to inflation already in the pipeline, all this translates into stagflationary winds for the global economy that 
are unfamiliar to those that did not live through the 1970s," he said. "It is a scenario that more companies are 
putting front and centre in their planning. Yet too many policymakers and, therefore, market participants lag behind
realities on the ground.“ "It is so much better for companies and policymakers to adjust now," El-Erian said. 
"Containing further disruptions is cheaper and easier than having to clean up the damage."
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Retail Update 6

Cheesed off: Brexit blues wipe out UK cheesemaker's European business
• In the heart of England's Peak District, the famous Derbyshire Stilton is made using traditions passed on through the 

generations. The Hartington Creamery has revived the practice over the past decade, producing cheese from 200 
dairy cows at Pikehall Farm.

• Business grew to the extent that the company began exporting successfully to Europe, where its products were 
becoming increasingly popular. That was, until Brexit.

• A fresh, perishable product, its cheese has fallen victim to the extra paperwork, costs and confusion that have hit 
many a British exporter to the continent since the UK left the EU's trading unit in January.

• UK retail chain Marks & Spencer said it was closing over half of its French stores due to food supply problems caused 
by Brexit.

Christmas tree supply chain driven by higher freight rates
• The latest shortage blamed on a mixture of supply chain and logistics problems is that of artificial Christmas trees. US 

distributors are facing inbound shipping costs that “will quadruple this year compared with 2020”, leading to 
importers of items such as artificial Christmas trees raising prices by 20-25% over last year.

• Rather than problems sourcing the Christmas trees in production locations such as China, the issue seems to be 
availability and cost of shipping resources, both from shipping lines and land-side from ports.

• Retailers are resorting to extraordinary measures to solve just the availability problem. In the UK, medium-sized 
department store, John Lewis, commented around its first-half yearly results that it had collaborated with one of its 
freight forwarders to charter more container ships in order to ensure delivery during the Christmas driven peak 
season. Whilst this sort of planning is not new, it appears to have become commonplace amongst larger shippers. It 
begs the question what will smaller shippers who lack purchasing leverage will do? Essentially, they risk being 
squeezed out of the market. The sorts of solutions being put in place by John Lewis do not create new shipping 
capacity. Rather they simply enable certain larger shippers to jump over others in the market. The result will be that 
artificial Christmas tree importers will not be able to find sufficient container shipping space for their products. 
Rather than more expensive artificial Christmas trees there might be no artificial Christmas trees.
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Christmas 2021: Everything you need to know about shopping, shipping and shortages
Like last year, the coronavirus pandemic will play a factor in the holiday shopping season in terms of purchase trends, 
shipping delays and item shortages. FOX Business consulted retail experts to get their insight on what American gift-
givers should expect. Here’s what they had to say.
• Early shopping is the name of the game for the 2021 holiday season. Not only are people shopping early because they 

anticipate delays, but most experts agree it’s the best tactic you can use to try and get online orders or in-person 
store purchases on time.

• Retail experts expect online shopping and in-store digital experiences to rise in light of the COVID-19 delta variant.
• consumers can expect more opportunities to shop from home, branded pop-up events and showcases where 

customers can interact with products. 
• As millions of Americans prepare to get ahead of their holiday shopping, retail experts say shipping delays and supply 

shortages are imminent. With shipping delays, there will be products that will just simply be unavailable as we get 
closer to Christmas. Bulky items such as TVs, furniture, tables, and rugs are going to be the worst affected by shipping 
disruptions. Smaller categories such as personal accessories and jewelry will not see the same disruption due to the 
ability to ship by air.

• Retailers will likely discount items that are in stock for Black Friday and Cyber Monday, but it’s going to become a 
challenge "as supply shortages mount.“

• Paul Magel, the president of business applications at CGS (Computer Generated Solutions), said apparel and footwear 
sectors are positioned to have a "strong holiday season," but fulfilling demand won’t be an easy feat.

• Currently, many retailers are low on inventory and don’t have definitive dates to restock their shelves. Holiday 
shoppers will contend with lack of inventory and higher costs. Supply chains are interconnected and complex —
whether it is a blockage in the Suez Canal, a fire at a chemical factory or shutdowns from a pandemic, when any link 
in that chain is disrupted, the impact can be felt globally.

• To try and minimize the effects of shipping delays and supply shortages, direct-to-consumer brands might be a helpful 
alternative during the busy holiday season.
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Last Mile Consumer Demand Survey
New research finds 65% of consumers say they're willing to pay more for faster delivery. Omnitracs recently released its 
"Delivering on Demand: Consumer 2021 Insights Survey" examining the impact of the pandemic and future of last mile 
delivery.
• 47% had groceries/beverages/alcohol delivered for the first time during the pandemic
• 32% rely on delivery services for most of their purchases
• 53% have experienced instances where they used a delivery service to ensure that themselves or family members 

are safe
• 30% would pay more for same-day shipping
• 65% would pay more for faster, more reliable deliveries (1-2-day shipping)
• 47% will continue their pandemic-driven shopping habits, leaning on deliveries to receive their goods
• 40% would like to see more environmentally friendly delivery options, such as electric trucks, and believe they will 

have a positive impact on the environment

Boris Johnson warns supermarket shelves could be empty for months amid fears over Christmas
• Boris Johnson has warned that supermarket shelves could be empty for months due to food shortages amid 

concerns over Christmas. Problems with supply, with a lack of hauliers and soaring demands for gas could leave 
supermarkets hit hard in the run-up to the bust festive period.

• He said it could take months to sort - in an admission that will spark concern about Christmas and whether the 
shelves will be sufficiently stocked.

• When asked whether that could take months, the PM replied: “It could be faster than that, it could be much faster 
than that.

• "But there are problems as you know with shipping, with containers, with staff – there are all sorts of problems”.
• "But then these are problems that affect the entire world. I think market forces will be very, very swift in sorting it 

out.“ Government ministers have been at pains to distance the supply chain problems from new post-Brexit checks 
imposed at the border with the European Union.
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New Microsoft Study of 60,000 Employees: Remote Work Threatens Long-Term Innovation
• The new study confirms what Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella calls the hybrid work paradox. The study, which was just 

published in Nature Human Behavior, analyzed data on the communications of approximately 61,000 Microsoft 
employees in the U.S. gathered between December 2019 and June 2020. Crunching the numbers revealed that while 
hours worked went up slightly when employees shifted to working from home, communication, particularly real-
time conversations, fell significantly. 

• Switching from a corridor chat to an exchange of emails isn't a one-to-one substitution, and the researchers worry 
about the knock-on effects of changes to the way office workers collaborate. 

• "Without intervention, the effects we discovered have the potential to impact workers' ability to acquire and share 
new information across groups, and as a result, affect productivity and innovation," they write. "Based on previous 
research, we believe that the shift to less 'rich' communication media may have made it more difficult for workers to 
convey and process complex information.“

The real reason it’s impossible to hire anyone right now
• Tech candidates are quitting because their companies aren’t embracing flexible work properly, they’re being asked 

to go back into the office either full-time or a few days a week, and because other companies didn’t treat them well 
during the pandemic and things are picking up again, they’re leaving. But unfortunately, most of the other 
companies that are hiring aren’t offering the flexibility they are looking for.

• A survey of jobseekers on tech jobs portal Otta found that 18% of office workers want jobs that are fully remote, 
while 25 per cent prefer fully office-based. However, 56% are open to both, or are looking for a flexible arrangement. 
But as of yet, there’s no consensus among recruiters on exactly what a flexible offering should entail. According to 
Power, the three companies she worked for during the pandemic had a different definition of remote working –
making it difficult for candidates to know whether the job met their expectations before applying.

• Software developers remain the most difficult to fill, as has been the case for a long while. 61% of HR say finding 
qualified developers is their biggest challenge of 2021. The increased presence of high-paying Silicon Valley tech 
firms in the UK is making tech recruitment for smaller firms even more of a headache.
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No toys for Christmas
• The penny looked to have dropped for another pro-Brexit newspaper this weekend after the Daily Mail warned the 

UK faced being crippled by a “perfect storm”. Business secretary Kwasi Kwarteng is set to hold a fresh round of crisis 
talks with the energy industry amid fears more small suppliers could go to the wall following a surge in gas prices.

• OGUK, representing the offshore oil and gas industry, reported wholesale prices for gas have surged 250 per cent 
since January – with a 70 per cent rise since August alone.

• Following a weekend locked in emergency talks, Mr Kwarteng acknowledged it was a “worrying time” for customers, 
but said he was confident supplies could be maintained.

• Disruption to global shipping that has left supermarkets without some product lines also threatens to affect 
deliveries of toys this Christmas.

• The UK is said to be short of 90,000 HGV drivers, triggering fears that gaps on shelves will get worse.
• Christmas shoppers have also been warned against getting caught out by unexpected post-Brexit charges when 

buying gifts from the EU.

Amazon hits over 600 Chinese electronic brands with the banhammer
• Amazon has shut down 3,000 online merchants linked to 600 Chinese electronics brands sold on its online sales 

platform as part of its ongoing campaign against paid feedback and similar activities. Although Amazon officially 
banned "incentivized reviews" in 2016, its current crusade against such practices—beginning with the high-profile 
booting of familiar names like Aukey and RAVpower from their platform earlier this year—is more expansive than 
anything done prior.

• In an interview on Chinese Central TV, Cindy Tai—Amazon's vice-president for Asia Global selling—also stated that 
the crackdown was not intentionally targeted towards China or any other country or the overall growth of Chinese 
online merchants selling via Amazon. However, the South China Morning Post had previously reported that the 
industry had been grievously affected to the tune of $15.4 billion, between lost sales, blocked funds, and withheld 
inventory.
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Over 80% of retail and food services ordered online will be paid via cards
• This year, 83.6% of digital retail and food services transaction value will be paid via                                      

credit, debit, or prepaid cards for a total of nearly $894 billion in spending.
• Card usage for payment of retail and food services purchases over the internet has                                           

been growing as other forms of payment like bank transfers and checks decline.                                               
Checks and bank transfers take up 3.0% and 7.0% of total digital retail and food                                             
services transaction value, respectively.

• Online spending with credit cards takes the largest share of the total card transaction                                      
value this year, at 43.5% of total online retail and food services transaction value.

• Credit cards usage is slightly declining in share as debit card usage increases. By 2023, digital credit card transaction 
value will fall to 48.8% of total digital cards transaction value—from 52.0% this year—but still maintain the largest 
share of the pie. The popularity of debit cards have been rising among the younger generation with no access to credit.

Sunburn and bitter pit bring down Washington apple production
• The Pacific Northwest is well into the harvest of early apple varieties like Gala and Honeycrisp and the pear season has 

just started. “The concern for the crops all throughout the summer months was the incredible heat the trees and fruit 
had to endure during June and July,” says Dan Davis with Starr Ranch Growers. “We saw many days of 100+°F.”

• As a result of sunburn damage, volume of the Gala crop is about 15-20 percent down from the initial estimate. This is 
Starr Ranch’s number, but Davis believes it is a pretty good cross sampling of the situation across the state. Although 
Honeycrisp isn’t seeing as much sunburn, the variety is affected more by bitter pit. “We are definitely picking out light 
on Honeycrisp as well and expect volumes to be down 10 percent versus the original total Washington estimate of 17.5 
million standard boxes. We are hopeful the later varieties won’t be affected by heat issues as much.”

• “The apples from our best blocks are normally stored year-round to provide our customers with 12 months of supply 
out of Washington. However, the heat of this summer has caused the question whether the apples have the storage 
ability like they have in a normal year. It may be difficult to stretch the crop out and as a result, we may see scarcity 
earlier on,” he said.
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How Amazon, Walmart, and Target compare in digital grocery sales
Walmart Inc. will outsell Amazon in the US digital grocery market this year,                                                 
generating $35.38 billion in sales over the ecommerce giant’s $29.12 billion. 
That said, digital grocery will make up a comparatively small portion of                                                     
Amazon’s ecommerce business, at 7.5%, but account for more than 50%                                                          
of the online sales for Walmart and Sam’s Club.

Tracking Global Chicken Sandwich Trends
• With the “chicken wars” spreading around the globe, brands continue to innovate bolder and more memorable 

chicken sandwich taste experiences.
o In 2019, the ‘chicken wars’ began in NA, with multiple brands vying for consumer preference in the QSR 

market.
o This competition ignited a worldwide phenomenon that continues to evolve today with global foodservice 

providers innovating new and localized chicken sandwiches.
o Brands are distinguishing themselves by altering characteristics including coating, bun texture, topping 

combinations and sauce flavour.
• Chicken sandwiches are a mainstay in foodservice, and in 2019 the market really heated up. Online spending on 

chicken sandwiches grew by 420% between January of 2019 and December of 2020, according to Edison Trends, and 
the term ‘chicken wars’ started appearing throughout the North American media to describe the competition for 
market share via new and inventive breaded chicken sandwich launches.

• North America Chicken Sandwich Trends
o With COVID-19 still influencing mood and food, North American consumers are craving classic comfort, and 

breaded chicken sandwiches satisfy the call. Younger generations are also driving category growth because 
they perceive chicken sandwiches as a “better-for-you” and more sustainable entrée choice. As a result, the 
themes of comfort, health and sustainability recur throughout North American offerings.
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DoorDash rolls out alcohol delivery to 20 states
• DoorDash expanded its marketplace to include beer, wine and spirits on demand across 20 states and Washington, 

D.C., as well as Canada and Australia, reaching more than 100m customers, according to a press release. 
• Where legal, customers can toggle to the alcohol tab in DoorDash's app and order a selection of alcohol, including 

to-go drinks, from restaurants, grocery stores, local retailers and convenience stores. DoorDash's alcohol catalog 
includes 30,000 SKUs. 

7 billion euros available for EU infrastructure projects
• A call for proposals launched on 16 September under the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) for Transport programme 

makes available 7 billion euros for projects targeting new, upgraded and improved European transport infrastructure. 
The majority of projects funded under this call will help to increase the sustainability of the overall transport 
network of the EU. This should put it on track to meet the European Green Deal objective of cutting transport 
emissions by 90 per cent by 2050.

Warehousing to address supply chain disruptions
• The global pandemic is just one of a multitude of factors that has caused significant supply chain disruption in recent 

years. From trade disputes to natural disasters, Brexit to the blocking of the Suez Canal in March, the importance of 
supply chain resilience has never been more apparent. As businesses look to reduce the vulnerability caused by 
disruption, we have seen an acceleration of the structural trends already in place that are expected to have a marked 
impact on warehousing location and space requirements.

• This change has included diversifying routes to market, adding new layers of logistics and warehousing as they look 
to increase flexibility as well as resilience. In Europe we have seen a push towards multimodal freight but also 
nearshoring or reshoring production and moving from Just-in-Time to Just-in-Case, essentially holding more 
inventory closer to the end user.

• A copy of the report is available at 
file:///C:/Users/forre/Desktop/Weekly%20Updates/2021/w39%20CW_Supply_Chain_Disruptions_Report.pdf
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From controlling cost to ensuring supply: inbound supply chain’s focus shifts
Annual “Logistics 2030” study from Auburn University shows companies reeling from transportation delays and supply 
shortages. Tightening supply and capacity constraints are rearranging companies’                                             
priorities for their inbound supply chain operations, according to a research                                                
report.
• While controlling costs still remains important to most sourcing and inbound                                                                                

logistics organizations, their top priority is now shifting toward ensuring                                                  
uninterrupted supply.

• In sourcing, rising demand and constrained supply has procurement                                                            
professionals reassessing their long-held focus on driving down costs.

• Maybe the model ahead is one where there’s an affordable level of contingency                                                
planning around local sources that results in security of supply and affirmation of supply. 80% anticipate domestic 
sourcing will increase in the next 10 years.

• 70% say they expect developing new supplier partnerships will be a key focus for sourcing and procurement by 2030.
• Today, less than 40% of respondent embed a company representative with suppliers. By 2030, that number should 

increase to more than 60%, according to survey respondents.
• All aspects of the logistics network are currently besieged by capacity constraints, congestion, declining service, 

skyrocketing rates, and labor shortages.
• Respondents expect their top three concerns leading up to 2030 will remain workforce availability (81%), inbound 

capacity constraints (70%), and volatile freight rates (65%). 
• 89% of survey respondents report that their company now consider inbound logistics to be an organizational priority.
• 77% of respondents expect to see an increase in corporate funding and resources to manage and monitor their 

transportation and logistics partners. 
• It is not just COVID-19, there are a number of long-term trends, especially around global sourcing, capacity, and 

infrastructure that transcend recent supply chain dynamics
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Regional shipments and spend freight payment index performance
• Compared to the first quarter, all regional shipment indexes improved over the course of Q2, albeit at differing 

intensity. The South and West regions recovered at a far greater rate than those of the Midwest and Northeast 
which rose just 2.5% and 1.5% respectively. The regional data shines a light on the varying recovery speeds that are 
taking place across the nation. 

• Looking back to the prior year, Southeast shipments have experienced the greatest rebound, posting an increase of 
20%. Both the Midwest and Northeast have experienced contraction from last year, with the Midwest falling 2%, 
the nation’s worst. While some declines                                                                                      
were seen on the shipment front, the                                                                                         
spend index has experienced strong                                                                                           
growth both sequentially and yearly                                                                                          
across all regions. 

• Quarterly increases varied, with the                                                                                         
Northeast region experiencing the                                                                                            
greatest growth of nearly 15%. The                                                                                           
Midwest was the laggard with regard to                                                                                       
quarterly performance, but still                                                                                             
increased a substantial 8%. 

• Year-over-year                                                                                                                  comparisons 
ranged from 32% to 54%,                                                                                                      with the 
Southeast and West leading                                                                                                   the 
way. The Midwest again trailed                                                                                               
other regions, posting the shallowest                                                                                        
year-over-year spending increase in the                                                                                         
nation. 
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VELOCITY
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5 Key U.S. Labor market trends impacting CRE
As the U.S. economy reemerges on the other side of the 2020 recession, the U.S. labor market remains an area of 
concern for occupiers, investors and the commercial real estate (CRE) industry.
1. Recovering after Severe Impact 
2. Overcoming Labor Shortages & Skill Mismatches 
3. Where have all the Workers Gone 
4. Navigating the Disconnect between Labor & CRE Markets 
5. Identifying Sectors that are Thriving 

FedEx shipping rates to increase
• FedEx is raising its shipping rates, but not until the new year.
• The increases for FedEx Express, FedEx Ground and FedEx Freight will go into effect on January 3, 2022, and will 

apply to all US domestic, US export and US import services. FedEx Ground, which delivers to businesses, and FedEx 
home delivery shipping rates will increase by an average of 5.9%. FedEx Freight customers could see an increase as 
high as 7.9%. 

• The following FedEx Express, FedEx Ground, FedEx Ground Economy, and FedEx Freight surcharge changes will also 
take effect in January.
o Effective January 17, 2022, FedEx Freight will introduce a No Shipment Tendered surcharge that applies when 

a pickup is performed, and no shipment is tendered to the carrier.
o Effective January 17, 2022, the International Out-of-Delivery-Area Surcharge and International Out-of-Pickup-

Area Surcharge rates will be determined based on the corresponding tier of the ZIP code, postal code, or city 
of the shipment’s origin and/or destination location for International Express Freight and Parcel services.

o Effective January 17, 2022, a Delivery and Returns Surcharge will be assessed on packages that are delivered 
or returned using FedEx Ground Economy services.

o Effective January 24, 2022, Additional Handling Surcharge and Oversize Surcharge rates for U.S. Express 
Package Services and U.S. Ground Services will be determined based on the shipment’s zone.
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In digital grocery, delivery intermediaries will see strong sales but decline in growth
Delivery intermediaries like DoorDash, Instacart, Shipt, and Uber will see strong                                            
US grocery sales through 2025 even as their growth in the category declines.                                                 
Much of that deceleration is to be expected after their grocery sales soared more                                            
than 215% last year to hit $27.81 billion, up from $8.80 billion in 2019. Though                                             
they won’t maintain the breakneck pace, these services will more than double                                                 
their grocery sales between 2020 and 2025 to $68.24 billion.

Moscow shuttle: Rotterdam’s new gateway to Russia
• A new cross-border connection is in the pipeline for Rotterdam, organised                                                       

by Smartcontainer B.V and RUSCON, both part of the Delo Group. The                                                           
Moscow shuttle train, as it is called, will connect Rotterdam’s RSC Waalhaven                                                
with Moscow’s Selyatino and Vorsino terminals.

• For Smartcontainer choosing Moscow as the                                                                                    
destination from Rotterdam was a safe decision. 

• The Russian capital accounts for almost half (44 per                                                                         
cent) of all Russian import cargo flows. 

• Additionally, it functions as a platform from where                                                                          
trains can reach other destinations in the country                                                                           
and broader Asia.

• The company can take cargo from Moscow to nine                                                                               
other domestic destinations, including Baltic, Black                                                                         
Sea and Far East ports. 

• On top of that, it offers two direct rail connections to                                                                     
China and one multimodal, including a sea leag from                                                                          
the Far East port of Nakhodka.
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Egypt is building a $4.5 billion high-speed rail line
• Passengers and cargo will soon be able to shoot through the Egyptian                                                         

desert aboard a high-speed train, in a first for the country.
• The high-speed and electrified main rail line will connect Cairo to the                                                         

New Administrative Capital and surrounding new cities.
• German company Siemens Mobility signed a contract with Egypt’s                                                               

National Authority for Tunnels (NAT) earlier this month to build the                                                         
initial 660 kilometers out of the planned 1,800-kilometer network,                                                              
creating "a Suez Canal type of link on the tracks."

• The first line will link the port cities of Ain Sokhna on the Red Sea to                                                     
Marsa Matrouh and Alexandria on the Mediterranean. According to the company, the first section of this line will be 
operational in 2023.

• Siemens, which is partnering on the project with Orascom Construction S.A.E. and The Arab Contractors, says the 
total contract is worth around $4.5 billion, of which its share is approximately $3 billion.

DHL orders 12 all-electric cargo planes from Eviation. 
• Global express delivery and logistics services provider DHL Express recently said it ordered 12 fully electric Alice 

eCargo planes from Seattle-based Eviation.
• DHL said that its objective is to establish what it called “an unparalleled electric express network” and make what it 

called a “pioneering step into a sustainable aviation future.” The company added that Evation’s Alice planes enable 
both cargo and passenger airlines to operate a zero-emissions fleet, with DHL noting that Eviation has a 2024 target 
date to deliver the Alice aircraft to DHL. “We firmly believe in a future with zero-emission logistics,” says John 
Pearson, CEO of DHL Express.

• On our way to clean logistics operations, the electrification of every transport mode plays a crucial role and will 
significantly contribute to our overall sustainability goal of zero emissions.”
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LA/LB ports to test expanded night, weekend hours
• Facing an unprecedented shipping crisis, the ports of LA/LB announced intent to extend operating hours at truck 

gates to reduce a massive backlog of containers gumming up retail, manufacturing and agricultural supply chains.
• The Port of LB is drawing up a pilot program for drayage trucks to retrieve and return containers at night, while the 

Port of LA is coordinating a weekend gate program, dubbed Accelerate Cargo LA, that will operate on a trial basis.
• The news, however, came with few details on how the extra access would be carried out or who would bear the cost 

— and the measures may have limited immediate effect on the gridlock gripping the ports at the height of the peak 
season rush. But logistics industry officials said it was a positive first step.

• Marine terminals in Southern California already participate in PierPass, a voluntary program of night and weekend 
gates funded by a fee on loaded containers entering or exiting the port by truck. Motor carriers are encouraged to 
spread their services among shifts to prevent bottlenecks.

Los Angeles Port Logjam Has Enough Containers to Cross Half the U.S.
• The number of container ships waiting to enter the port of LA reached an all-time high of 65 vessels, carrying 

potential payloads of cargo boxes that would stretch halfway across the country if lined up end to end.
• Outside the neighboring ports of LA and LB, California, the queue as of late Thursday had lengthened by 10 vessels 

over the past week and was expected rise even more in coming days, according to officials who monitor marine 
traffic in San Pedro Bay. The average wait was 8.7 days compared with 6.2 in mid-August, according to L.A. port data. 
The ship waiting the longest arrived on Aug. 23.

• The flotilla, either anchored outside the ports or drifting further offshore until an anchorage spot is available, has a 
combined capacity to carry nearly 400,000 20-foot equivalent units of containers, according to data from the Marine 
Exchange of Southern California & Vessel Traffic Service Los Angeles and Long Beach. Both ports have handled a 
monthly average of about 862,000 inbound containers this year.

• According to Hong Kong-based Freightos, an online shipping marketplace, China-to-U.S. transit times for ocean 
freight reached 71 days door-to-door this month, up from 40 days two years ago.

• Bottlenecks are exacerbating capacity constraints in shipping and pushing transpacific freight rates to all-time highs.

Captain
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Judge rules South Carolina Ports can continue using nonunion labor
• A National Labor Relations Board judge ruled Thursday that the ILA cannot force the use of union labor at the Port of 

Charleston in South Carolina and ordered it to drop a lawsuit filed against two ocean carriers that utilized the 2021-
opened Hugh K. Leatherman Terminal.

• Administrative Law Judge Andrew S. Gollin wrote that the “ILA’s object for its lawsuit against USMX and its carrier 
members was work acquisition, not work preservation,” in violation of the National Labor Relations Act.

• USMX — the United States Maritime Alliance — represents longshore employers on the East and Gulf coasts. Its 
membership is made up of container carriers, marine terminal operators and port associations.

• The 26-page decision noted that the collective bargaining agreement between USMX and the ILA “requires that all 
USMX carrier members and their agents use ILA bargaining unit members to load and discharge containers on and 
off their ships and perform all other container work at the facilities … at these ports and it prohibits the 
subcontracting of that unit work.”

• That agreement, however, does not apply to the Port of Charleston. 

Delays at ports continue as volumes increase
• There have many reports on massive congestion problems at West Coast containership ports that's causing store 

shelves to go wanting to seasonal imported goods.
• Ron Fisher owns Fisher Nuts, a Modesto grower, processor and exporter of almonds who, like tens of thousands of 

farmers raising more than 350 different crops, can't get containers or ships to foreign markets. 
• Port congestion has been going on for more than a year now, say some experts, is the worst it's ever been. Ocean 

carriers are delaying shipments or skipping them altogether. "Right now, there's about 55 container ships that are at 
anchor, another 30 at berth and they're extremely constrained down in southern California," said GSC Logistics.

• "They're skipping Oakland because the vessel lines, which are mostly foreign owned are looking to make a fast buck, 
shall we say," said Taylor. Instead of dropping products off in Oakland or picking up exports, they are heading right 
back to Asia where vessel owners can get as much as 20 to 40 times more than Oakland agricultural exports will 
fetch for them. 
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Maersk Gives Bleak Operations Update Amid Unprecedented Supply Chain Chaos
• A.P. Moller-Maersk has painted a bleak picture of global supply chains in an operations update.
• The update comes as supply chains are under major stress with historic congestion and bottlenecks plaguing just 

about every aspect of shipping, with about 10% of containership capacity waiting at or our outside clogged ports with 
no sign of easing this year, according to Maersk’s CEO Soren Skou.

• “There have been many challenging periods over the years, but the situation over the last 12 months is unique, in as 
much as it has had a global impact. All continents are seeing high volumes and operational challenges, restricting both 
ocean and land-side capacity at the same time,” Maersk said in its update.

• “Like all carriers, Maersk has been heavily affected by COVID-19 outbreaks slowing down local operations. Regardless if 
it is a port, vessel or warehouse, when one becomes impacted it quickly results in a downward spiral as delays 
accumulate. We see pockets of improvements, only to get setbacks when our operations encounters new COVID-19 
outbreaks and lockdowns,” it said.

• As an example, Maersk points to the situation in Vietnam, home to a number of factories and warehouses, where 
COVID-19 cases are increasing, and lockdowns continue.

• “This has a direct impact on our ocean sailings and our ability to your export your goods. This is not because the 
vessels are not sailing, but even in a best-case scenario, a delay of 1-3 days in a port on a 12-port rotation often means 
that a roundtrip of 10 weeks can take 11 or 12 weeks,” Maersk points out.

• The company said with this situation, customers not only in Asia and North America but also globally will experience a 
direct impact on their supply chain. In Europe, for example, there is waiting time to berth almost every large port due 
to labor shortage and high yard density.

• “In dealing with these challenges, we have deployed more vessels and containers than prior to the pandemic, yet we 
still see unfortunate delays leading to missed sailings and missed capacity. We are looking to optimize all corridors in 
the rotation, call alternative ports and actively reposition empty containers, all with the objective of leaving as little 
unused capacity as possible on all legs. However, when experiencing sudden and significant spikes in demand, the 
situation remains testing,” Maersk said.
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Unprecedented import volumes to continue well into 2022: analysts
• Vessel bunching at US ports and unprecedented bottlenecks landside will continue to cripple the US supply chain 

because a “fantastic peak” of imports from Asia shows no signs of abating for at least six months, according to 
industry analysts. 

• Port officials in the southeastern US are taking steps to help importers and exporters navigate terminal congestion 
that isn’t expected to ease anytime soon. 

No end to port congestion until Chinese Lunar New Year 2023, forecasts say
• Experts have forecasted Chinese Lunar New Year 2023 as a                                                                     

target for relief in ports from ongoing congestion.
• One of the biggest challenges facing the industry currently,                                                                 

PTI recently reported that a staggering 40% of ships at ports                                                                
on the US West Coast are being required to drop anchor due                                                                   
to lack of berth availability.

• During an IHS Markit webinar on 16 September, Peter Sand,                                                                    
Chief Shipping Analyst at BIMCO, said that Chinese New Year                                                                  
2023 – 15 months away – is the “bold view” for relief of                                                                        
intense pressure on the supply chain.

• On global normalization, Sand argued, “There are a lot of                                                                    
hurdles that need to be cleared here in North America. If you talk to any importer and retailer in Europe, they [will 
tell you they] have lean inventories, [and] they lack elements to their production.”

• Despite improving capacity, Sand said intermodal capacity inland, warehousing and storage facilities, labour 
availability and operating hours (notably in the West Coast ports) are also drivers behind the soaring congestion 
levels. 

• Turloch Mooney, Product Management Associate Director at IHS Markit, echoed Sand’s lamentation that global 
shipping congestion will not abate for some time.
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Closures in Vietnam because of COVID-19 affecting supplies 
• Brands and retailers are shifting their purchase orders, locations and financial outlooks after outbreaks of COVID-

19 led to extended lockdowns in Vietnam.
• Companies including Abercrombie & Fitch, Big Lots, Chico's, Culp, Designer Brands and Lands' End expected a 

financial hit, according to earnings calls and SEC filings. While some retailers were able to find alternate suppliers, 
many said delayed product deliveries would result in lost sales

• Stay-at-home orders are in place across Vietnam, including in manufacturing-heavy areas. While authorities began 
lifting restrictions in some areas last week, Reuters reports lockdowns in Ho Chi Minh City were extended until the 
end of the month.

2M Blank sailings resurface, taking angry shippers by surprise
• 2M Alliance shipping line’s announcement that it would blank four sailings in the Golden Week period has left 

shippers, still struggling to get cargo out of Asia, “staggered” at the move.
• The first to announce blank sailings over China’s October holiday period has left some shippers in limbo, with 

booked cargo on the cancelled sailings and still struggling to find capacity on brim-full export ships from Asia.
• Maersk and MSC, 2M partners, have cancelled four scheduled Asia-North Europe loops in weeks 39 and 40, 

thereby removing some 70,000 teu of capacity from the route.

Container lines tighten their grip on supply chains with barge-leasing move
• Container lines are shaking up Europe’s waterways as they bypass barge operators to operate their own inland 

routes to service their demand for empties.
• One source told The Loadstar two of the big five container lines, with unconfirmed rumors suggesting 2M partners 

Maersk and MSC, had already begun operations, with three trips over the past 10 days moving between 4,000 and 
6,000 teu of empty containers.

• The source said: “One out of every two containers moving from Europe to Asia is empty. Many of these in Belgium 
and the Netherlands are held at inland sites and getting them back to ocean terminals has proved a nightmare.”
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'Scandalous' new surcharge wipes out effect of carrier rate hike moratorium
The rate reduction led by Hamburg Süd on the Asia-North Europe tradelane seems to have been short-lived, as a UK 
forwarder told The Loadstar the Maersk subsidiary had just announced a peak season surcharge of $2,000 per 40ft.

Cargo Ship Grounds in Bulgaria
• A Panama-flagged general cargo ship ran aground on Bulgaria’s coast in the                                                      

Black Sea early Monday morning. AIS ship tracking data shows the MV Vera                                                     
Su was traveling at about 7 knots when it ran straight into the rocky shore                                                  
near Cape Kaliakra.

• The 3,217-ton cargo ship was underway from Ukraine to Varna, Bulgaria with                                                      
a cargo of fertilizer when the accident occurred. The ship is 89.21 meters long                                              
by 12.5 meters beam and was built 1989.

Maersk Heading to Biggest Profit in Danish History
A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S is now heading for a full-year profit that will match its combined results from the past nine 
years and make business history in its home country Denmark. Net income will reach about $16.2 billion in 2021, 
according to the average estimate of seven analysts surveyed by Bloomberg after the Sept. 16 profit upgrade. That’s up 
from an average estimate of about $3 billion at the beginning of the year.

Automation to deliver spot truckload savings: C.H. Robinson
As shippers increasingly turn to — or are forced to — the spot market for truck capacity, automation will identify 
opportunities to lower costs, according to C.H. Robinson Worldwide. 

Cosco Ports grows European footprint with Hamburg terminal stake
Chinese state-owned Cosco Shipping Ports has expanded its European footprint with the addition of a minority stake in 
a Hamburg terminal. 
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C-store Retailers Contend With Mounting Uncertainty Around Tobacco
• If there is one common thread within the macro environment that is impacting today’s nicotine consumer,                      

it is uncertainty.
• Not only is there mounting pressure on the consumer as stimulus payments come to an end, but                              

unemployment is also still relatively high despite labor shortages. And the onset of the Delta variant of                    
COVID-19 is beginning to overshadow everything that consumers are trying to do in getting back                                 
to their so-called "normal" lives.

• Then, there are gas prices. As is typical during the summer, gas prices rise sharply. To                                     
some extent, this could be putting extra pressure on the nicotine category as a                                              
Goldman Sachs analysis found that gas prices historically are correlated with an                                             
impact on cigarette volume.

• According to Goldman Sachs' July 2021 Nicotine Nuggets survey, retailers said their view on the U.S. adult nicotine 
consumer is the same today as it was last year. Yet, the quarterly survey shows that over time, retailers' outlook is 
skewing more negative. From the April 2021 Nicotine Nuggets survey to the July 2021 survey, retailers' outlook on 
the nicotine consumer showed a greater decline — going from 17 percent to 28 percent having a negative outlook.

• What retailers say they are most concerned about is:
o More regulation — potential FDA menthol ban and nicotine cap;
o Broad-based excise tax increases — potential hikes at the state and federal levels; and
o Uncertainty — delays in FDA premarket tobacco product application (PMTA) approvals raise concerns about 

the viability of the e-vapor market.
• Another trend impacting the nicotine market is pricing. Price increases from manufacturers have become more 

frequent and higher. Annual increases on packs each year have risen from 13 cents in 2013 to 25 cents in 2019 to, 
most recently, 45 cents in 2021.

• Nearly 70 percent of retailers said they expected cigarette volume declines to accelerate in 2021. Fast forward to 
July and retailers said they expect cigarette volumes to decline slightly this year and decelerate further next year.
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Strike Vote Authorized by Labor Union For 24,000 Kaiser Permanente Staff 
• United Nurses Associations of California/Union of Health Care Professionals covers registered nurses, pharmacists, 

rehab therapists, midwives and optometrists. Meanwhile, U.S. health authorities are planning to spend $2.1 billion 
to improve infection prevention in hospitals across the country.

• The United Nurses Associations of California/Union of Health Care Professionals, which includes registered nurses, 
pharmacists, rehab therapists, midwives and optometrists, also said the landmark labor-management partnership 
created in 1997 is "on life support." 

CommonSpirit rebounds, posts $998M operating income
• CommonSpirit Health, a 140-hospital system based in Chicago, saw its operating income rebound in the fiscal year 

ended June 30. 
• CommonSpirit, formed in 2019 through the merger of San Francisco-based Dignity Health and Englewood, Colo.-

based Catholic Health Initiatives, saw revenues rise 12.4 percent year over year in the most recent fiscal year. The 
increase was primarily attributed to recovering patient volume and new care sites. 

• Expenses also increased because of pandemic-related costs. Expenses were up 7.1 percent year over year. 
• CommonSpirit recorded operating income of $998 million in fiscal year 2021, compared to an operating loss of $550 

million a year earlier. Federal relief provided through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act and a 
one-time sale of joint venture shares pushed the system's income higher in the most recent fiscal year. 

• CommonSpirit recorded $3.4 billion in investment income in fiscal year 2021, and the system closed out the period 
with excess revenues over expenses of $5.2 billion. 

• Since the beginning of the pandemic, CommonSpirit has seen more than 234,000 COVID-19 patients. The system 
said its COVID-19 patient census increased to 2,878 in early September, up from a low of 340 in June.

• "These results show that we are navigating the pandemic in a purpose-driven, financially responsible way that has 
allowed us to prioritize providing essential care and supporting our clinicians and employees," CommonSpirit CFO 
Dan Morissette said in a news release. 
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COVID will likely shift from pandemic to endemic — but what does that mean?
• The word “endemic” is regularly mentioned, especially among public health leaders and experts as they discuss 

potential future scenarios. So, it’s important to define exactly it would mean for COVID to be endemic. Scientists 
predict COVID will become endemic over time but there will still be sporadic outbreaks where it gets out of control. 
The transition from pandemic to endemic will likely play out differently in different locations around the world.

• let’s recap the public health terms Australians have been increasingly using in conversation over the last 18 months. 
These words cover the lifecycle of disease and include “outbreak”, “epidemic”, “pandemic” and “endemic”.
o An outbreak is a rise in disease cases over what is normally expected in a small and specific location generally 

over a short period of time. Foodborne diseases caused by Salmonella contamination provide frequent 
examples of this.

o Epidemics are essentially outbreaks without the tight geographical restrictions. The Ebola virus that spread 
within three West African countries from 2014–2016 was an epidemic.

o A pandemic is an epidemic that spreads across many countries and many continents around the world. 
Examples include those caused by influenza A(H1N1) or “Spanish Flu” in 1918, HIV/AIDS, SARS-CoV-1 and Zika 
virus.

o Finally, the normal circulation of a virus in a specified location over time describes an endemic virus. The 
word “endemic” comes from the Greek endēmos, which means “in population”. An endemic virus is relatively 
constant in a population with largely predictable patterns.

How long will it take for COVID-19 to become an endemic disease?
• Most public health experts agree COVID is here to stay rather than likely to disappear like smallpox, at least for a 

while. They expect the number of infections to become fairly constant across years with possible seasonal trends 
and occasional smaller outbreaks.

• Globally, the road from pandemic to endemic will be a rocky one.
• With time, scientists predict COVID will become more prevalent among unvaccinated youths or those without prior 

exposure to the virus. This is what happens with common cold coronaviruses.
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Most Vaccinated Foreign Travelers Will Soon Be Able To Fly To US 
The Biden administration announced that international flyers who show proof of full covid vaccination and test negative 
within 3 days of travel will be able to come to the United States. The policy is targeted to start in November.

Harris Announces $250 Million In Global Funding To Fight Future Pandemics. 
While President Biden gathered with heads of state for a Covid-19 summit, Vice President Kamala Harris announced that 
the United States will contribute at least $250 million to a new global health security fund that the administration hopes 
will raise $10 billion to fight future pandemics. Declaring the coronavirus pandemic a “stark warning” for an increasingly 
interconnected world, Ms. Harris called for international unity to address a lack of funding for pandemic preparedness 
highlighted by the flaws in the global response to Covid-19. The collective goal of $10 billion would be spent on a range 
of issues, like disease surveillance, vaccine development and health care worker support, in order to counter future 
biological threats. 

Chinese study finds over 140 bat coronaviruses, ‘none linked to pandemic’
• Since January 2020, team has tested samples from 4,700 bats in regions across the country, finding close 

relationship with Sars but not Covid-19. Scientists suggest viruses considered closest to Sars-CoV-2 are ‘extremely 
rare’ in bats in China

• Chinese scientists have uncovered 142 bat coronaviruses related to the one that causes Sars, but none closely linked 
to the virus that causes Covid-19, according to the largest release of related research from within China since the 
start of the pandemic.

• In a paper uploaded on the preprint server Research Square on Monday, researchers from the Institute of Pathogen 
Biology in Beijing revealed they had collected and tested samples from more than 4,700 bats in regions across the 
country since January 2020 adding to the thousands tested since 2016.

• “This is the first bit of new sampling that I’ve seen from a well-known group of Chinese scientists on bat Sars-related 
coronavirus in China since the pandemic,” said Peter Daszak, a disease ecologist, who was part of a World Health 
Organization-led investigation in China earlier this year.
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Ransomware, the Exploding Cyber Threat
• When a cyber threat grows in magnitude by 35 times in one year, and continues to become even more prevalent the 

next, every organization should pay attention. This is exactly what happened with ransomware. Cyber criminals have 
targeted organizations from many different industry segments, as well as businesses of virtually every size.

• FortiGuard Labs analysis of global data showed a substantial                                                                 
increase in overall ransomware activity in the second half of                                                                
2020, compared to the first half. In fact, FortiGuard Labs                                                                   
analyzed the activity for all signatures that it has classified                                                              
as ransomware, which showed a sevenfold increase in                                                                          
ransomware activity in December compared to July 2020                                                                        
(see Figure 1).

• Among the most active of the ransomware strains in the                                                                       
second half of 2020 were Egregor, Ryuk, Conti, Thanos,                                                                       
Ragnar, WastedLocker, Phobos/EKING, and BazarLoader. Each of these exhibited varying degrees of prevalence, but 
the common trend among them was an                                                                                           
increase in activity over the period (see                                                                                    
Figure 2).

• Threat actors have found that cryptolocking                                                                                  
critical systems and demanding a ransom for                                                                                  
the decryption key is a relatively easy way                                                                                  
to extort money from organizations                                                                                           
regardless of size or the industry to which                                                                                  
they belong. This more targeted and sinister                                                                                 
form of ransomware scheme has come to                                                                                        
be known as “big game hunting.”
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This solar-powered mobile home doesn’t need to recharge or refuel
• A completely solar-powered mobile home will travel thousands                                                                    

of kilometres across Europe.
• Embarking on a journey from the Netherlands to the tip of                                                                    

southern Spain, it will carry the students that dreamt up the idea                                                           
along for the trip.

• The vehicle-come-holiday-home can generate enough solar                                                                         
electricity to drive 730 kilometres on a sunny day and has been                                                              
named Stella Vita by Solar Team Eindhoven.

• Unveiling the vehicle to a room full of students, Kjell Revenberg,                                                           
team manager of Solar Team Eindhoven explained, "they are the                                                                
future, the next generation and can encourage and accelerate the transition to a more sustainable future.”

Rolls-Royce’s all-electric plane ace its first test flight
• Rolls-Royce’s experimental all-electric plane, Spirit of Innovation, has successfully flown for the first time, taking the 

zero-emissions project one step closer to powering “air taxis” in future. Though the single-propeller aircraft may 
have relatively classic looks, its powertrain is thoroughly modern.

• Driving that propeller is a 400kW electric motor, powered by 6,000                                                           
battery cells. It’s “the world’s most energy-dense flying battery pack,”                                                        
Rolls-Royce claims, with sufficient juice to power 250 average homes.                                                           
It’s also outfitted with a custom cooling system.

• The inverter, meanwhile, allows the whole system to run at 750 volts,                                                        
and Rolls-Royce is aiming for 300+ mph flight. Development and                                                                  
construction has been a collaboration – known as ACCELL or                                                                      
Accelerating the Electrification of Flight – between the company and                                                            
YASA, which manufactures electric motors and controllers, and aviation startup Electroflight.
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Range-extended electric 4WD expedition vehicle claims 4,350-mile range
• UK startup Fering is gearing up to build electric vehicles for cross-continental explorers, starting with the Pioneer, a 

go-anywhere brick outhouse designed for monster range figures under the most extreme circumstances on Earth.
• It is designed for serious expeditions and carries a 70-kW (94-hp), 800cc, three-cylinder biodiesel combustion 

generator to keep the batteries topped up. Running constantly at its most efficient speed, the combustion engine 
can deliver impressive fuel efficiency around 50 miles per gallon with the batteries totally flat. With long-range tanks 
fitted, Fering estimates a whopping 4,350-mile range between fuel stops.

• It weighs around 3,300 lb – much lighter than your average 4WD – thanks to an aluminum/composite spaceframe 
deign and bodywork made from a tough, replaceable canvas. This canvas sure doesn't look real pretty in the 
prototype pictures, but Fering says is similar to the outer shell of a high-end hiking boot and offers better insulation 
in the cabin than a regular metal skin.

• For starters, the lithium-ion batteries found in                                                                                
most EVs can't handle extreme temperatures, so                                                                               
instead Fering has gone with a lithium-titanate-
oxide (LTO) battery pack. These have advantages                                                                              
and drawbacks; they're renowned for extremely                                                                                
long-life cycles, they can charge quickly, and they                                                                             
work from -40 °F to +160 °F, so they can handle                                                                                                        
just about anything shy of an Antarctic winter.

• On the other hand, they don't store a whole lot                                                                              
of energy by weight; their specific energy ranges                                                                            
from 30-110 Wh/kg in comparison to the best                                                                                     
lithium-ion cells, which are up around 260 Wh/kg.                                                                               
Thus, the Pioneer can only go about 50 miles on                                                                              
pure, silent, zero-emissions battery power.
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• Morgan Stanley hosted a virtual industry conference for industrial companies. Companies                                      
presenting included 3M, GE, Trane, Carrier, Raytheon, Ford, Freeport-McMoRan and Goodyear Tire. 

• A common theme was both the difficulty of getting enough supply of materials and labor and the commensurate 
increase in costs that comes when both are in short supply. Shortages ran the gamut from commodities such as 
petroleum-related products and base metals to value-added goods such as specialty machinery and semiconductor 
chips. In addition, freight costs from shipping to trucking to airfreight are all up significantly. Trane, which is 
particularly exposed to aluminum, copper, steel, and freight                                                                 
called the inflationary environment "unprecedented".

• These companies are raising prices aggressively in the face                                                                  
of rising costs. GT raised prices for their tires 5% in                                                                      
December and then 8% in April, June and September.                                                                           
Graphic Packaging is also raising prices for linerboard (used                                                                
in milk cartons etc.) to offset their increased costs. It's hard                                                             
to think of two more basic goods used by more people than                                                                    
tires and milk cartons.

• The graph on the PCE (Personal Consumption Expenditure),                                                                     
which is a main tool the Fed uses to measure inflation, is shown on the right. We will have to see how that acts at 
the end of this month. The price increases these companies discussed, however, indicate the PCE is unlikely to 
come down anytime soon.

• There is plenty of evidence that companies do not just absorb tax increases in reduced bottom lines but raise 
prices to preserve net after-tax margins (the reverse does not seem to apply to lowered taxes). The increases in 
corporate tax rates being bandied about in Congress are likely to be yet another cost pressure to which executives 
respond in the form of price increases.

• Corporate executives are clearly aware of cost increases and are responding to protect their margins. Many 
politicians are dismissing them so far, but they will recognize them when their voters start really complaining.
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